A framework for forward-looking tech competition policy
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Introduction

As the internet has become more and more centralized, more opportunity for anticompetitive gatekeeping behavior has arisen. Yet competition and antitrust law have struggled to keep up, and all around the world, governments are reviewing their legal frameworks to consider what they can do.

This working paper will discuss the unique characteristics of digital platforms in the context of competition and offer a new framework to approach future-proof competition policy for the internet. Charting a course focused on a set of proposals distinct from both the status quo and pure structural reform, this paper proposes stronger single-firm conduct enforcement to capture a modern set of harmful gatekeeping behaviors by powerful firms; tougher merger review, particularly for vertical mergers, to weigh the full spectrum of potential competitive harm; and faster agency processes that can be responsive within the rapid market cycles of tech. And across all competition policy making and enforcement, this paper proposes that standards and interoperability be at the center.

The internet's unique formula for innovation and productive disruption depends on market entry and growth, put at risk as centralized access to data and networks become more and more of an insurmountable advantage. But we can see a light at the end of the silo, if legislators and competition authorities embrace their duty to internet users and modernize their legal and policy frameworks to respond to today's challenges and to protect the core of what has made the internet such a powerful engine for socioeconomic benefit.
Competition online is broken, but not in the way many think.

The dominant narrative around competition in tech today is that it’s broken. Early coverage in major media set the stage for advocacy groups like Citizens Against Monopoly to push for aggressive changes. Recently, the call has been picked up, and in some cases taken even further, by high-profile political campaigns. The internet has become more consolidated, creating ripe opportunities for government action. And users are feeling less control and empowerment over their online lives, building political pressure for change.

---

2 E.g. “Here’s how we can break up Big Tech,” Team Warren, March 8, 2019, https://medium.com/@teamwarren/heres-how-we-can-break-up-big-tech-9ad9e0da324c.
4 Technically, an API is a mechanism by which one application or service requests data or operations from another. See Michael Bock, “WTF is an API? How the Internet Works Behind the Scenes,” Hacker Noon, https://hackernoon.com/apis-how-the-internet-works-behind-the-scenes-690288634c32.
Public calls for reform are framing the problem of internet competition the wrong way.
Policymakers around the world are actively exploring their options. The Federal Trade Commission, the European Commission, and competition agencies in Australia, France, and the United Kingdom have recently completed reviews or are in the process of finalizing reports, all examining how competition and antitrust work in the digital economy. A few key shared learnings have started to emerge, including an understanding of the importance of data and network effects in analyzing market power, and an appreciation of the complexity of digital platforms, both in economics and in their role in promoting innovation.

But, by and large, public calls for reform are framing the problem of internet competition the wrong way. They focus on the size of a few companies, or the amount of proprietary data they hold. Consequently, the proposed solutions are to break them up or start directly regulating their behavior. There's merit to some of these proposals, and in some contexts they could well lead to concrete improvements. Direct regulation and the rare breakup are the tools we have historically used to handle dominance in other industries, most notably banking and telecommunications.

The tech sector has some problems similar to these historical examples, to be sure. But the true nightmare scenario is a little different from classical analysis, where a single company holds a measurably dominant position in a static market. The problematic future of the internet we are headed towards today, and must do whatever we can to prevent, is a grand market and technology consolidation: users left with a dissatisfying, largely inconsequential choice among a few vertically integrated silos of technologies that don't play well with each other and box out new companies and ideas.

Imagine if Microsoft had never been investigated by antitrust authorities, and the only way you could access the internet was through Windows and Internet Explorer - and the only device you could use would be a Microsoft phone, and the only web sites Microsoft owned. Even having the "choice" of a parallel stack of all Apple or Google technologies wouldn't make things much better. That would mean the end of independent downstream innovation and a drastic change to the generative, disruptive internet we have had throughout its history.

If our goal is to shape the internet and technology to best serve users, promote innovation, and advance our collective socioeconomic growth, we must start by understanding the internet’s unique structures and dynamics, and looking for ways to reinforce those that are at risk. In particular, we need to focus on the role played by data and by the exchange of data through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), and the structural role of technical standards.

---

4 Technically, an API is a mechanism by which one application or service requests data or operations from another. See Michael Bock, “WTF is an API? How the Internet Works Behind the Scenes,” Hacker Noon, https://hackernoon.com/apis-how-the-internet-works-behind-the-scenes-690288634c32.
There will be occasions when we must limit the size and dominance of particular firms in particular segments, including blocking proposed mergers. And there will be some practices that are so harmful that we want to regulate them to solve specific problems - as countries around the world are doing today in the context of privacy and data protection.

But to preserve the benefits of the internet ecosystem we have today, we must start by protecting the internet’s unique style of decentralization, of technologies that constantly build on and with other technologies. The future of competition and antitrust law in tech must include at its heart the protection and promotion of those elements that enable that structure. And we must implement those policies through effective and fast enforcement processes to try to keep pace with ever-changing technology markets.

Interoperability is the internet’s secret sauce, and integral to how it was built.

Getting to a better future and promoting the competitive and open health of the internet will require a fundamental change in antitrust thinking - but it may not require a fundamental change in the law. And the focus will remain fixed on making market forces work in the digital platform economy.
Digital platforms are unique, and raise unique challenges.
Many experts have written fulsome analyses of the distinct characteristics of digital markets, and how that affects competition, including the extensive and thoughtful treatments in the Report of the Digital Competition Expert Panel in the UK,5 the experts’ report submitted to the European Commission,6 and the draft report of the Market Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee in the U.S.7 Four elements of this complex picture are worth highlighting: the importance and value of data, the impact of network effects, the influence of standards processes and bodies, and the role of APIs and interoperability.8 Four deeply interrelated elements of this complex picture are worth highlighting: the importance and value of data, the impact of network effects, the influence of standards processes and bodies, and the role of APIs and interoperability.

8 The EC experts’ report distinguishes among three different types of interoperability: “protocol interoperability” (technical interconnection), “data interoperability” (allowing users access to data in real time through another service), and “full protocol interoperability” (equivalent to federation, a full standardization of communications protocols and operations).
Certainly, data is a valuable asset for tech companies. An individual user’s data history - through a service like email or messaging - is valuable enough to make switching services difficult, creating a lock-in effect. And larger datasets can vastly improve recommendations and results, target advertising, and power machine learning. Data can unlock new function and utility as well, as new learnings are derived over time and with experimentation.

Network effects arise whenever the value of a user-facing service rises proportionately more with the number of users of the system, as with communications services where each new user adds value to existing users by providing potentially more communications opportunities. This creates a lock-in effect as well, as users grow attached to their personal network of connections and contacts, and absent effective social graph sharing or export, must rebuild those connections in a new service.

Standards bodies - including the IETF, W3C, and NANOG - align multiple companies building competing or compatible technologies around a shared approach, coordinating to ensure the technology’s design maximally serves the collective interest. The internet, which started as a “social contract” among a very small group of closely aligned stakeholders, evolved to incorporate established standards organizations as its development decisions became more complex and elaborate. These organizations have been a driving force shaping the technologies of the Web, email, and many other core internet protocols and services.

But standards bodies don’t guide every element of technology design and interaction. And on top of the base of interoperability. Digital platforms can scale up early in their existence by offering third-party accessible APIs, encouraging others to connect with their networks and benefit from their data (subject to limitations and restrictions, of course). By supporting broad interoperability, in the sense of encouraging other software and services to connect and exchange key data, the inherent value of a platform can be demonstrated early on through the value offered to others, increasing the platform’s adoption and use and setting up a virtuous cycle of return and investment.

These four structural idiosyncrasies create new kinds of competition problems, subtly different from typical single-firm conduct exclusionary behavior: in particular, gatekeeping over data and APIs, and co-opting or undermining standards bodies.
Four deeply interrelated elements of this complex picture are worth highlighting: the importance and value of data, the impact of network effects, the influence of standards processes and bodies, and the role of APIs and interoperability.
Digital platforms have become the new gatekeepers over innovation and competition. By building vast datasets and massive user bases, and then carefully leveraging their control over access to them through API design and policy, they can give huge boosts to some while dramatically raising the cost of market entry and competition for others.

Control of access to APIs is natural, and essential for many purposes, but dominant firms can also use that control for problematic ends. Platforms at scale no longer need to demonstrate their value by investing in a healthy downstream ecosystem, and in recent years, changes to major companies’ APIs and API policies have resulted in many complaints.10
Gatekeeper behavior over a platform’s own APIs is very distinct from either of the two most relevant antitrust paradigms. Controlling the data and functionality made available through an API, and setting the applicable usage policies, isn’t the same as a categorical refusal to deal. At the same time, access to the data and user bases of digital platforms also differs in the context and consequences from the characteristics associated with the essential facilities doctrine. Among other considerations, some limits on APIs - like access controls and reasonable bounds on usage volume - are necessary to secure private data and help protect against certain kinds of fraud and attack attempts. Yet, the unilateral ability to shape access empowers platform operators to impose significant limits on competitors.

More subtly, dominance puts a company in a position to ignore, undermine, or overrule standards bodies and their output. When standards processes follow the technical decisions of dominant firms, rather than leading them, we lose something critical to the historical success of the internet. Deviations from technical standards, when they occur, will accrue to the benefit of the dominant firm, and could even be aligned intentionally to advance other businesses and business interests. Natural optimization within a vertically integrated company therefore encourages behavior that undermines standards and collective benefit.

---

9 For example, compare the W3C discussion of ActivityPub (https://www.w3.org/TR/activitypub/), which proposes a standard mechanism for social media interactions, with Twitter’s published guidelines for its APIs and their mechanisms and use (https://developer.twitter.com/). With a standard (at least in theory), the level of interoperability is calibrated collectively to serve all the companies involved; with a single company’s APIs, the level of interoperability in practice (including the amount and type of data and functionality offered through the APIs, and any policies that restrict or limit use) is at the sole discretion of the platform.
The approaches being discussed today fall short at addressing tech’s unique problems.
Against the backdrop of these structural factors, none of the competition approaches most widely discussed today by either policy or technical professionals - maintaining the status quo, breaking up existing firms, or mandating federation - are complete solutions.

### a. Maintaining the status quo

The technology industry and its major trade associations have, by and large, held the position that everything is fine, the status quo is sufficient, and antitrust authorities have ample authority to block bad mergers and stop harmful single firm conduct. And they’ve found initial alignment with academics and individuals who consistently reject government intervention in markets. The logic behind this partnership is straightforward - both groups believe that, regardless of past (or current) misconduct by individual companies, the government is not competent to take precise, targeted action that would benefit competition and create good incentives for corporate investment and innovation.

The Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice have taken steps to begin investigations of the practices of two major tech companies, recently joined by a coalition of the attorneys general of 50 states and territories. It has been quite some time since the U.S. government has successfully prosecuted a company under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, the primary source of legal authority to prohibit monopolistic practices by a single company. Perhaps these investigations will have success, despite the challenges posed by existing case law and the incredible resources needed for enforcement. But it will take years, in all likelihood, before we see any resolution.

The status quo, of just waiting until a blockbuster case appears, has put us in the situation we’re in today. We have a few firms with overwhelming power and influence over the present and future of technology and the internet. They’re vertically complex, integrated businesses, with commercial offerings in a diverse range of markets and services. And, their collective history of privacy failures and one-sided control of user activity have caught up to them, resulting in a stark lack of trust.

The right path forward isn’t to ignore these accumulating harms, nor to focus solely on the symptoms and ignore the underlying causes. We need to identify and target those structural factors that keep users from feeling agency, control, and trust, and address them affirmatively and swiftly.
b. Structural separation

The most visible and intensive evidence of the techlash can be seen in the breadth of concern over whether big tech has gotten too big,\(^{16}\) including calls for the big tech companies to be broken up.\(^ {17}\) The appeal of this approach is both natural (in the sense that every good story needs a villain and the goal is to defeat them) and supported by history (in that breaking up a dominant firm has occasionally been necessary and effective in other sectors). But structural separation is not well tailored to address the unique gatekeeper challenges of the internet.

Breaking up a big tech company doesn’t address the full scale of competition challenges, particularly in the context of a vertical separation of one product from a different one. If, post-separation, some downstream products gained a unique and unfair advantage over others by virtue of proprietary or contractually exclusive integration with a dominant platform, the competitive benefits of the separation would be undermined. And in the context of horizontal separations, while it would change some of the market calculus involved in developing proprietary linkages with other services, digital markets are still prone to “tipping” in favor of a single platform.\(^ {18}\)

Allowing horizontal and vertical services to integrate functionally, sharing information across different services, conveys user benefits: improved network effects, and the possibility of new kinds of useful, desirable services and features. Of course, corporate consolidation isn’t necessary to achieve these benefits, and in fact makes the prospect of exclusionary behavior more likely. A classical example is the antitrust investigation into Microsoft, which concerned in large part the technical connections between Windows and Internet Explorer, as well as between Windows and Windows Server.

Structural separation is not an easy remedy to accomplish. As it seems unlikely any company would voluntarily submit to corporate restructure, enforcement would require successful litigation. There may well be circumstances where such action is a necessary part of the long-term solution. But agencies must not let the political and legal costs involved in such an operation preclude them from undertaking the targeted actions needed to prevent gatekeeper behavior.

c. Mandating federation

While it’s not as popular in competition conversations today, another possibility for promoting competition in the digital economy would be mandating federation within substantially similar
technologies. Federation within a class of technologies fixes core communication protocols and practices to maintain full interoperability across competing services offered by different companies, at some cost to the evolution of those protocols and practices by individual companies. Designed for telephone systems and other access networks, the approach had significant traction with early internet technologies even without regulation - notably email, but also Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and some messaging protocols - but has been less popular in the "social" era.

Realizing federation in practice imposes compliance costs and can delay innovation and development. To have greater control over all potential interactions and experiences, or simply to move faster, many businesses have chosen the silo route for their services rather than opting for collaboration, or have shut down their inclusion of federated protocols in favor of their own proprietary ones once they reached critical mass.

With some types of technologies and protocols, the collective benefits associated with federation will likely outweigh the concomitant costs and delays, justifying consideration of mandated action. We don't want to miss out on the next email-like technology because we're afraid of the cost of seeking federation. But any possible mandates should meet a very high bar of necessity, and would seem appropriate only in contexts where we can accept a slower evolution in the technology and its methods of communication.

A better first response to creating a level playing field comes through competition law. Through competition, the obligation to play nicely with others need not be imposed universally, creating more freedom for underdogs to innovate with freedom.
The future of tech competition must be built on interoperability.

The best approach to protecting the internet’s competitive and vibrant future is the one that most preserves its technical history. If standards-based technologies and protocols have the fullest reach possible into the ecosystem, and where effective APIs provide further interoperability for data and services under pro-competitive terms, then we will have preserved the core technical structure of the internet. Combining that with better identification of abusive, anticompetitive gatekeeper behavior by platforms, and thorough, forward-looking merger review that can close the innovation gap in current practices, would produce a future-proof balance of incentives for a healthy ecosystem.

How can we get there? Although good arguments can also be made that the Department of Justice or the Federal Communications Commission would be able to adapt to take on this oversight, the optimal existing agency within the U.S. government is the Federal Trade Commission. The FTC brings economics and competition expertise to bear alongside some technical subject matter expertise, although the latter has historically been used primarily in the FTC’s consumer protection role to evaluate privacy and security practices. There are, however, legitimate questions as to whether the agency has the authority or the resources to be effective in a stronger enforcement role over competition online. In the different context of data security, Chairman Simons has expressed a need for the agency to have rulemaking and civil penalty authority and substantially more technical resources.

The UK’s digital competition expert panel proposes the creation of a new unit focused specifically on digital markets, empowered through statute to set up a code of competitive conduct, encouraging data portability and open standards, and advancing data openness to reduce barriers to entry. Public Knowledge’s Harold Feld has gone further, calling for an agency specifically designed to regulate digital platforms, a position also suggested by a recent report from a working group at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business.
Reflecting a more restrained vision, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recently created an internal Tech Task Force within the Bureau of Competition to focus specifically on monitoring competition in tech.\textsuperscript{25} Arming that group with additional resources and clearer authority, in line with resource requests from Chairman Simons, would go a long way towards realizing the vision set out in the UK report, though legislation would be needed to get there.

Aside from resource constraints, it’s possible that some, perhaps even many, of the policy changes proposed in this paper could be realized without legislation, relying on the FTC’s Section 5 authority and its potential for going beyond the limits placed on other statutory sources of authority by decades of precedent, though significant litigation would undoubtedly ensue. This would be a departure from current practice, which does not typically rely on a broader reading of Section 5 than other sources of antitrust authority.

Whether through exercising current authority and resources to the fullest or through specific, clear legislative guidance from Congress, the roadmap for the FTC to promote effective competition in tech is to strengthen single-firm conduct enforcement and undertake more stringent merger review, in both cases targeting the specific problems of gatekeeper exclusionary power over competition from third parties and the subtle driving of evolving technology across a broader domain by undermining of standards, bearing in mind throughout the importance of promoting interoperability on reasonable terms.

\textsuperscript{19} In this sense, one could contrast the primary alternative approaches as reinforcing the internet’s legal history (either status quo, if the internet is seen under law as something purely separate from communications; or a regulatory federation, if the internet is seen as comparable to traditional telecommunications) or its business history (breaking up dominant companies to turn the internet economy back into a scattering of startups and medium scale enterprises).
a. Single-firm conduct

Strengthened single-firm conduct review, with the unique dynamics of digital platforms, should strike a balance between the largely hands-off essential facilities doctrine and the more specific guidance of communications law. Where a company in a position to exert gatekeeper power engineers its services and technologies in ways that inhibit market entry and fair competition by other companies, the FTC should have the resources and the authority to take action to accelerate the effective functioning of the market.

In particular, the FTC should be vigilant in looking for four specific kinds of behavior that can have exclusionary effects:

1. Engineering exclusion and incompatibility

One of the key elements behind the success of the digital platform economy is the ability of new technologies to build on top of previous ones. And a vertically integrated company that offers two products, one of which is used through the other, will engineer compatibility to realize the benefits of integration. But that must not be an excuse for engaging in harmful self-preferencing resulting in the intentional exclusion of competitors.

2. Undermining standards bodies:

Standards bodies offer benefit across an industry by, among other things, making it easier for third party vendors to integrate with multiple offerings, and delivering consistency and clear experience expectations to users. At a certain level of influence, an individual company has the power to co-opt, manipulate, or render meaningless a standards body if the participation of that company is necessary for the collective set of companies to achieve critical mass.
3. Restricting APIs and API policies:

Digital platforms can offer data and functionality through APIs in scope and with terms that enable downstream innovation and interoperability. While updating APIs is a normal part of technology development and growth, significant changes to APIs that impact downstream activity, whether to the data offered through them or to the protocols or policies by which the APIs are accessed, can pose significant harm to competition. 26

4. Refusing to offer sufficient APIs:

Under some circumstances, a platform that updates or expands its technology offerings may be reasonably expected to offer APIs with sufficient data and functionality to empower downstream businesses, for example where an older, more open technology is being replaced with a substitute. In such case, failing to offer sufficient APIs might result in substantial competitive harm.

None of these practices are inherently or always harmful on balance to competition. Rather than setting out explicit prohibited behavior, the FTC must evaluate individual companies and practices on a case-by-case basis. However, putting an excessive investigative cost on the agency before an initial determination can be made - dependent on a toolkit of metrics ill-equipped to the data and network environments of technology27 - is a recipe for failure. The FTC would be far more effective if it could move quickly where harm seems likely, and reduce the upfront costs of analysis and data production, such as by establishing a rebuttable presumption of harm for companies determined to have gatekeeper power who engage in certain practices that are known to cause significant competitive harm.

Articulating in law and policy the four behaviors above should create the potential for greater clarity for companies as well. If a company offers robust third-party APIs on reasonable terms and conditions, working closely and supportively with downstream innovators and businesses as APIs evolve, this would send a strong signal to the FTC of pro-competitive intent and action. Similarly, if a company builds its products in compliance with standards and doesn’t go to market with fundamental protocols and features outside standards bodies,


27 Id. at 3-4.
then regardless of its market positioning, that too reduces the company’s exposure to potential investigation. Together, the two would go far to demonstrating that the company is not engaging in intentionally exclusionary behavior; though of course, the company would also need to avoid the intentional engineering of incompatibility or other forms of anticompetitive exclusionary behavior.

Although APIs and standards are likely to represent core elements of the internet’s infrastructure for quite some time, fixing any set of expected practices by tech companies in time sets any law or policy up for failure, given the rapid pace of change. Competition law inherently provides flexibility, but that flexibility does not come with certainty for users or competing businesses, nor clarity for large entities. Rulemaking authority and transparent procedures built on a public record would help address these challenges, and create opportunities for extensive economic and technical analysis of potential changes.
b. Merger review

Strengthening merger review, particularly in the context of vertical mergers, is one of the most common themes of modern proposals for antitrust reform. Some criticisms focus on the potential for emergent horizontal competition, recognizing that while a messaging service like WhatsApp may not today be a competitor to a social networking service like Facebook, the elements to make the jump are present. Other criticisms focus on foreclosure of potential innovation, and the general difficulty of evaluating innovation harms in merger combinations. The FTC and the DOJ need to revisit the antitrust toolkit for measuring the impact of data and networks, and the potential competitive harm of a proposed combination. And for some mergers, the agency should consider effective remedies to prevent the emergence of silos that would harm competition, and instead reinforce platforms that can deliver benefits across the ecosystem.

Given the potential for foreclosure of downstream innovation and competition, the bar for approval of vertical mergers of internet companies should be high. The FTC should take care to evaluate and consider the potential competitive harm that would occur if the merger were to be completed and the businesses technically integrated in a closed fashion, consistent with historical practice at the FTC and DOJ. But the agency should use its technical expertise to go one step further: because the potential benefits of siloing will increase post-merger, consider the harm if the resulting company were to take active steps to limit or shut down current third-party facing APIs offered by the merging companies. Measuring the competitive harm of a silo is difficult without better tools to measure the practical market power of data and networks. The FTC should prioritize working to improve its digital analytical capabilities, including its ability to evaluate the effective market power that could be wielded through the data and networks of the companies in combination.

The FTC can build a more consistent and predictable toolkit of behavioral remedies to negotiate with companies by focusing on interoperability and data portability. In a market with meaningful choices of service providers, users' ability to take their data out of one service and bring it to another creates market pressure, salient for consideration in horizontal mergers in particular. With a vertical merger, some concerns that would arise from a vertically integrated silo of technologies can be addressed with a commitment to implement technical integration of current products and
services through effective third-party facing APIs offered on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms.

Under current standards for review, only mergers above a certain significant threshold must be notified and subject to potential intervention. This creates the possibility of a dominant company acquiring a potential future competitor early on, and avoiding review. Greater public disclosure of small acquisitions by dominant companies, coupled with some sort of waiting period, would give more opportunity for antitrust authorities to review the full range of potentially anticompetitive transactions.

In some circumstances, a full analysis of competition harm may support reversing a past merger, breaking up an existing company, or undertaking some other form of structural separation and intervention. This would require a substantial amount of prosecutorial cost and time, would need to be supported by detailed and evidence-based investigations, and should be considered an outlier in the regulator’s toolkit. Nevertheless, in circumstances where it is necessary to address ongoing harms to competition, the FTC should have the clear authority to pursue such aggressive remedies.

c. Timing and process considerations

The FTC’s current processes for enforcement do not have the option of broad rulemaking or direct civil penalty authority. Instead the agency - like the Department of Justice - must bring suit in the court system and prove its case of a violation of the general antitrust statutes as interpreted by decades of precedent, or (more commonly) negotiate a settlement with the target of the investigation. If taken to court, such litigation takes years to prosecute no matter how strong the agency’s case. Such a timetable doesn’t line up with the lifecycle of tech innovation and growth, where competitors will wither and die in the market while waiting for the outcome.

The solution is to improve the agency's ability to evaluate a case and produce an outcome on a radically shorter timetable - measured in months rather than years. Focusing on agency enforcement also ensures greater technical capacity and resources to look under the hood at platform practices, and make correct determinations as to whether an API change serves, on balance, beneficial or anticompetitive ends.
Conclusion

Section V
Competition has long been a technology neutral area of law and policy. Yet the finer points of digital platforms require a unique and specific expertise and evaluation - prompting antitrust authorities around the world to undergo sector-specific review processes to determine whether and how to update their competition policies and laws in the context of tech and the internet.

But, just as antitrust law doesn’t inherently depend on an ex ante specification of sectors and markets, so too should competition not get lost in complex definitional issues around ever-shifting technologies and markets. Legislative and administrative action can identify specific analytical considerations, such as the role of data and network effects, and target specific behaviors for investigation, such as circumventing standards processes and locking down existing APIs. Some progress can be made towards the vision laid out in this paper without, or in advance of, new legislation.28 However, legislation to set out modern principles for competition, to improve on measurements and standards for determining harm, and to provide clear agency authority and adequate resources, would improve greatly on the effectiveness of enforcement and would provide substantially better clarity for businesses.

Policymakers today are facing substantial political and public pressure to respond to the growing problems of centralization in the tech sector. Targeted intervention to promote and protect interoperability can deliver significant benefits with high efficacy and efficiency.
